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AUTOMATIC RECLOSER-TYPE RC

(f)

"Cutout" switch to render re
closer inoperative during testing
or adjusting of breaker or pro
tective relays.

(g)

RC recloser with proper motor
winding and auxiliary coils for
the control supply provided.

ar

tM

Typical schematic diagrams are shown
in Fig. 6.

ca

lP

The recloser is normally arranged for
a total of three reclosures, the first of
which may be immediate or time delay
as desired, with automatic reset if
the breaker stays in, and lockout
if the breaker trips immediately
after the third reclosure. The recloser
is anti-pumping and adaptable for
either A-C. or D-C. electrically-operat
ed breakers. For certain applications
where cumulative operation should be
limited, an adjustable integrating lock
out device can be added on special
order, which device will lockout after a
total of sixteen reclosures or less. The
recloser is normally de-energized and is
usually started, when the breaker is
automatically tripped, by the closing of
''b" auxiliary switches on the breaker
mechanism. For any reclosing breaker
application there must exist a proper
coordination between the several ele
ments involved. The RC recloser has
been designed for this purpose, and few
different models are required for the
many control schemes in common use.

Manually operated control switch
for breaker with "floating" and
"slip" contacts to block action of
recloser when breaker is manual
ly tripped from control switch.
Type W control switch, Style
117328, has all of above features.

an

Automatic reclosers find their chief
applications for sectionalizing distribu
tion feeders where continuity of service
is of paramount importance to the load
served as well as to the reliability of the
main feeder.
Furthermore, from the standpoint of
better service to the power consumer
and improving the potential market for
load-building apparatus, utilities find
RC reclosers desirable for minimizing
duration of power failures or reducing
outages to an unnoticeable minimum
length of time.

(e)

ua
ls

Application
tective relay equipment, auxiliary
The type RC recloser is a synchro switches, control relay, control switch
nous motor driven device for automati and a source of control energy.
The usual reclosing breaker equip
cally reclosing A-C. or D-C. electrically
operated breakers. It incorporates those ment consists of the following properly
features found desirable through years coordinated elements:
(a) Source of control energy single
of experience in the field of automatic
phase A-C. 60 cycle, D-C. or
reclosing, and is an integral part of the
both.
complete line of Westinghouse Related
Switchgear and associated apparatus.

General Notes on Application
of Closing Equipment

Although no complete discussion of
breaker closing mechanism is provided
here, in applying reclosers it is necessary
to investigate various mechanical de
tails and interlocks in order to be sure
that the automatic features will work
satisfactorily.
Westinghouse reclosers
are so designed that if the proper pre
cautions are taken, automatic reclosing
can be applied to all types of electrically
operated breakers.

.E

lec

tri

For mechanically non-trip free mech
anisms the control relay cut-off must
FIG. 1-TYPE RC AUTOMATIC RECLOSER
have enough time delay so that the
FOR PROJECTION MOUNTING
breaker is completely latched before the
energy is removed from the closing coil.
(b) Suitable circuit breaker mechan
For mechanically trip-free breakers,
ism for the particular control particularly under the condition of im
energy supply, preferably with a mediate reclosing, in addition to the
latch checking switch, and the above, it is necessary to insure that the
necessary "a" and "b" auxiliary closing mechanism is securely latched to
the breaker operating rod before energy
switches.
is applied to the closing coil. Otherwise,
(c) Suitable control relay with "seal it is possible for the recloser to energize
in" auxiliary contact or of the the closing mechanism without closing
the breaker. The RC recloser can take
"hesitating" release design.
care of the above condition by means of
(d) Suitable protective relays for the time delay in the solenoid element.
automatically tripping the break A mechanical latch checking device
er under abnormal system con must be supplied on the breaker mechan
ism is preferred however.
ditions.

ww

w

For any reclosing breaker applica
tions, it is necessary to supply in addi
tion to the recloser itself, suitable pro-

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

E-4-3, AJ - 3 30 ,

-

XC & C3-23.

East Pittsburgh, Pa,
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Stationary
contact-S

For some types of motor operated

Solenoid
plunger

closing mechanisms a brake should be

provided to assure the latching of the

closing mechanism between successive

Stationary
contact-7

Stationary
contact-6

reclosures.

For any automatic reclosing applica

,_;....-. --

Air escape
screw

ua
ls

tion, care should be taken to check the
Stationary
t

NEMA

������

de-rating factors

for

breaker

interrupting ability when choosing any

1, 2, 3, 4

particular reclosing cycle.

Where existing breaker installations

are

Moving
contact
fingers
1, 2, 3, 4

converted to

reclosing

is quite frequently a serious one.

De

signs are available, whereby an extra
internal

Cam
drum

Gear
de-mesh

automatic

duty, the problem of extra control wires

an

Latch
lever

contactor

(known

as

the

Z

element) can be added to the RC re
closer. The coil of this

Z element is con

n ected in parallel with the green indi

cating lamp and its double-throw con

Moving
contact-10

tacts take the place of the usual" a" and

tM

Drum
speed
scale

"b" auxiliary switches normally used to

control the recloser.

Stationary
contact-10

If all D-C. operation is required the

motor is energized from a small separate

Kickout
spring

ar

Stationary
contact-8

Moving
contact-8

Armature

lP

Series resistor top and bottom, for auxiliary relay
circuit and motor circuit respectively.

ca
\¥hen

using

initial

10

immediate

closure, minimum service interruptions

contacts will open before the breaker

application is made on the customer's

recloses, in order to insure the trip cir

apparatus of such under-voltage time

delay, field removal, and synchronous

unnecessary tripping.

motor unloading devices are necessary.

.E

lec

tri

cuit being de-energized thus preventing

15

C&O

*Open

15

Open

Open

w

*Open

which the Iii

3

and Iii

5

cam

seconds

for

drum

speed

of

60

speed

of

90

seconds per rev.

re

in consumer plants will occur if proper

Auto.

m

screws are set to give these reclosing
The minimum time between any two

protective relays to be sure that their

Time
Interval
Sec .

manner

reclosure positions must not be less than:

ment, it is also necessary to check the

Auto.

In Table I, a schedule of a few typical
operating cycles is given to show the

cycles.

Ftc. 2-TYPE RC REcLOSER WITH CovER REMOVED
THREE-QUARTER FRONT Vmw

In applying automatic reclosing equip

ly mounted (vibrating type) inverter.

seconds

15

for

drum

seconds per rev.
30 seconds for drum speed of

180

seconds per rev.
60 seconds for drum

speed of 360

seconds per rev.

TABLE I-OPERATING CYCLE
LOCATE ADJUSTABLE C AM ScREW
IN LINE WITH NUMBERED Dtv.
ON FACE OF CAM DRUM
No.5 Cam
No.3 Cam

Time
Interval
Sec.

Auto.

Time
Interval
Sec.

Auto.

16

11

C&O

15

C&O

15

Closing

16-31-46

11-26-41

60 Sec.

0

C&O

15

C&O

60

Closing

1-11-41

56- 6-36

90 Sec.

0

C&O

30

C&O

75

Closing

1-11-36

56- 6-31

180 Sec.

Required
Gear
Setting
60 Sec.

* No immediate initial reclosure.

ww

C &0 represents automatic closing and opening. After final closing the breaker may stay in, in which case the recloser will reset, or the breaker may
trip out, in which case the recloser will lockout.
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TABLE 2-IMMEDIATE INITIAL RECLOSURE, DEFINITE LOCKOUT AFTER THIRD RECLOSURE
PROJECTION MOUNTING
Without Cumulative Lockout

1
1
1
1

101
101
101
101

Motor Rating

735-A
737
739-A
741

115
115
115
115

or
or
or
or

230
230
230
230

V.
V.
V.
V.

60
60
60
60

Auxiliary Relay Ratings
X andY

Cycles
Cycles
Cycles
Cycles

115-230 V. A-C. or 125 V. D-C.
250 V. D-C.
115-230 V. A-C. or 125 V. D-C.
250 V. D-C.
250 V. D-C.

With Cumulative Lockoutt
1 101 735-A-S
1 101 739-A-S
*1 155 700

115 or 230 V. 60 Cycles
115 or 230 V. 60 Cycles
115 or 230 V. 60 Cycles

736-A
738
740-A
742

115
115
115
115

or
or
or
or

230
230
230
230

V.
V.
V.
V.

60
60
60
60

Cvcles
Cycles
Cycles
Cycles

125 V. D-C.

an

Without Cumulative Lockout
101
101
101
101

iis \r: ri�c.

115-230 V. A-C. or 125 V. D-C.
115-230 V. A-C. or 125 V. D-C.
115-230 V. A-C. or 125 V. D-C.

SEMI-FLUSH MOUNTING

1
1
1
1

z

ua
ls

Style No.

115-230 V. A-C. or 125 V. D-C.
250 V. D-C.
115-230 V. A-C. or 125 V. D-C.
250 V. D-C.

iis\< ri�c.

250 V. D-C.

With Cumulative Lockoutt
115 or 230 V. 60 Cycles
115 or 230 V. 60 C'ycles
115 or 230 V. 60 Cycles

115-230 V. A-C. or 125 V. D-C.
115-230 V. A-C. or 125 V. D-C.
115-230 V. A-C. or 125 V. D-C.

tM

1 101 736-A-S
1 101 740-A-S
*1 155 701

* These styles have * 6 contact isolated, primarily for use with breakers using spring closing and low voltage trip.
CSP transformers.

Also for rectifier control and

ar

t The cumulative lockout is made part of the X auxiliary relay.
Note: Recloser can be supplied with X. Y, and Z coils for 24 or 48 volts, D-C. on special order.
For 25 cycle applications when 125 volt or 250 volt D-C. breaker control is used, use a 60 cycle recloser and add inverter Sifl 1008549 (plus
potentiometer resistor for 250 V. D-C.) for motor circuit. Where breakers are 25 cycle A-C. operated, use type GR recloser.
Type RC automatic reclosers may be sold for use only with circuit breakers manufactured by Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Company, Delta Star Elec.
Co., General Elec. Co., Pacific Elec. Mfg. Co., Roller Smith Co., and Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Cam
No.3

lP

Features
(1)

Synchronous Motor Driven Cams.

(2)

Oilless Bearings-No oiling, no
mainterrance.

Motor leads brought out to
separate terminals, to separate
motor circuit from auxiliary re
lay circuits. This permits wider
application for a given style
recloser.
(4) Motor has suitable series re
sistor allowing application on
230 volts or 115 volts, 60 cycle
control source.
(5) The auxiliary relays within the
case have suitable coils and
magnetic circuits to permit use
on either 125 volts D-C., 115
volts A-C., or 230 volts A-C.
control source without change.
Facilitates easy station change
over to battery control.
(6) Addition of Z-element to re
closer eliminates necessity of
additional control wiring when
applying the RC recloser to
existing
electrically operated
breakers. (Fig. 4).

Cam
No. 2

ca

(3)

Operating
Coil-Y

Cam
No. 1

tri

lec

.E
w

ww

(7)

(8)

Projection or semi-flush mount
ing.
Available for standard fixed or
Plug-in mounting.

Solenoid
element

Drum
' shaft
spring

Cam
No. 4
Drum
shaft
gear

Latch
reset
cam

Gear
train

Contactor
element-X

Operating
coil-X

Synchronous
motor
Series resistor top and bottom, for auxiliary relay
circuit and m otor circuit respectively

FIG. 3-TYPE RC REcLOSER WITH CovER REMOVED
RIGHT HAND SIDE VIEW
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in the recloser circuit with several in
ternal wiring changes.

ua
ls

The same drilling plan and outlines
apply to all models. Figures 7 and 8
show these for both projection mounting
and semiflush mounting.

an

Reclosers are available for "plug-in"
case and contact or for fixed mounting
with screw-held terminals.
Plug-in
mounting permits removal without dis
connecting any leads. There need be no
removal of parts and no lengthy dis
ruption of protective circuits as a spare
unit can promptly be inserted in place
of the removed circuit. This feature
permits central laboratory testing.

lP

ar

tM

The synchronous motor driving the
cam drum is arranged for either 115 or
230 V., 60 cycle single phase supply by
the use of a 115 V. motor winding and a
small series resistor. The latter is by
passed by a jumper for 115 V. operation.
Fifty cycle motors are available for the
RC recloser but not 25 cycle.

FIG. 4�TYPE RC RECLOSER WITH Z-ELE,IE:\T SHOW:\ I:\ CIRCLE

The contactor and solenoid elements
are available for the more common
control voltages such as 115 and 230
V., A-C. 125 and 250 V., D-C. Coils.
24 V. and 48 V., D-C. are not standard
but can be supplied on special order.

Solenoid Contactor

� - --�- ---

Construction

ca

The type RC recloser consists es
sentially of a synchronous motor-driven
set of cams and normally two self
contained auxiliary relay elements which
provide immediate or delayed initial
reclosure, and also provide for several
subsequent timed reclosures. Figures 2
and 3 show the arrangement of parts for
the general design of RC reclosers.

Contacts
Operated

lec

tri

by drum

w

.E

The type RC recloser is mounted on
a metal base with a molded glass cover.
The base has terminals in the rear for
external connections.
The recloser is
suitable for mounting on any of the usual
panel materials-steel, slate or ebony
asbestos.
Various combinations of
voltage coils and assembly of elements
can be obtained for either projection
surface or semi-flush panel mounting.
All electrical contacts are silver to silver
and of ample carrying capacity for the
service required of them. All new Stand
ard RC reclosers have (11) eleven rear
connected terminals. The internal wir
ing arrangement for models without Z

ww

element is shown in Fig. 5. For models
using the Z element its coil is connected

Connect these
two leads to
term.l2 when
contact 9-A
is not used

Rachet
Op erat ed

Contacts

(When used)'

Stationary
Contacts
11---t-+---

t!oving

Contacts

Terminals

''---- ____ ;:z__
Use this lead for

115 volt application
Front View

Contactor
- �

Use this lead for

230 volt application

FIG. 5�TYPICAL INTERNAL DIAGRAM
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The most popular assembly of RC

ever the drum is moved by hand either

served.

recloser is the one with synchronous

to change the gear speed, to check the

125 V. D-C., 74 amp. 250 V. D-C., 1

motor arranged for 115 or 230 V. 60

cam operation, or to set the cam screws.

amp. 115 V., A-C. or !/:J amp. 220 V.

cycle

The drum should always be rotated in

A-C.

either 230 V. 60 cycle or 125 V., D-C.

the

higher values of current and 179Y 6

breaker control.

clockwise-Never clockwise.

auxiliary

elements

for

This model is carried

direction

of

the

arrow,

counter

must be independent of 179X 8, an in
terposing auxiliary relay should be used

in stock completely assembled for pro
jection panel mounting.

Typical Electrical
Connections

Certain stock

parts are carried to permit changing
over this recloser Style 1101735 to many

to keep within the above interrupting
limits.

The RC recloser can be used for either

of the other more commonly used types

A-C.

of reclosers.

Figure 6 shows a typical schematic wir

recloser

closing

of

breakers.

The burdens for the various partsof the

recloser will not exceed the following:
Contactor Element, Device 179X-

and is a

solenoid with a magnetic stainless steel

where the recloser is mounted adjacent
to its breaker.
Certain

designs

of

include an extra auxiliary relay (known

closed at one end.

as the

Z element), are available for use

Open Position-60 V.A.
Closed Position-40 V.A.

Solenoid Element, Device 179Y60 Cyc1es

reclosers which

plunger riding in a bronze tube which is
When its coil is

60 Cyc1es

an

the

D-C.

of control wires is not a factor, that is,

This auxiliary device is located in the
upper part of

or

ing for A-C. control where the number

Solenoid Element (179Y)

Where the control relay takes

ua
ls

and the

This is limited to !/:J amp. at

Open Position-90 V.A.
Closed Position-40 V.A.

Synchronous Motor

8 V.A.

These burdens occur only during oper

wherever it is desirable to employ only

ation of the

is slightly retarded, as normally the only

the minimum number of control wires

and coils are de-energized both in the

escape for the imprisoned air is through

between a switchboard and a remotely

lockout and the start positions.

a small clearance between the plunger

controlled breaker.

parts of the recloser are designed for in

and the bronze tube.

trol is required for this model.

This time delay

feature is used with mechanically full

tM

energized the movement of the plunger

No additional con

recloser since the motor
The

termittent duty or for 15 minutes con

The synchronous motor is normally

tinuously.

This provides ample power

energized from either 220 V., A-C. in

for operation

no checking device is available on the

case of rectox operated solenoid mech

temperature conditions, and at the same

When non-automatic

anism (where the operating transformer

time gives a larger factor of safety than

breaker mechanisms or trip-free mech

can run the motor) or 115 V., A-C. from

is usually provided for devices which

anisms equipped with latch checking

any available source

are used only intermittently.

contacts are used, the time delay feature

lighting current or potential transformer.

breaker mechanisms

lP

latch mechanism.

ar

where

automatic

such as station

is not required and quick action of this

The motor takes but 8 V-A. when

plunger can be obtained by removal of

running and is designed for intermittent

under the

most severe

Adjustments
The question of time intervals be
tween reclosures has received consider

the "air escape screw" on the front of

service.

the solenoid plunger w hichallows the air to

service rating without injurious heating.

able attention in the application of auto

escape through the hole in the plunger.

For cases where D-C. breaker control

matic reclosing oil circuit-breakers and

There is no intermediate air adjustment.

is used and an A-C. supply for the syn

it is evident that special conditions and

chronous motor cannot be considered

types of service may require different

ca

It has a 15 minute continuous

reliable, the motor can be energized by

time settings. The greater percentage of

an Inverter. This is a mechanical vibra

feeder troubles are temporary, and thus

tri

Synchronous Motor-Driven
Cam (179M)

The synchronous motor drives a gear

lec

train which in turn rotates the cam
drum.

The time for one revolution of

this cam drum can be readily adjusted to
give one revolution in 60, 90, 180 or 360
seconds.

The face of the cam drum is

marked in 60 divisions, so that with the
60-second gear setting, each of the divi

.E

sions represents one second.

For any of

the other gear settings the simple multi
pliers shown on the nameplate give the
value in time of each division on the

cam drum.

This scale marking greatly

facilitates the adjustment of cam screws
for "setting up" the desired reclosing

w

cycle as described in Table I and as
sociated paragraphs.

or 250 V.

the breaker usually remains closed upon

D-C. and delivers 60 cycle impulses to

the first reclosure following an auto

tor operated from 125 V.

the motor. Such an Inverter is supplied

matic opening.

only on special order.

usually advantageous, from service con

The contactor element 169X and solen

For this reason it is

tinuity standpoint, to make the first

oid element 179Y are also designed for

reclosure immediately.

intermittent duty. When operated from

closures will generally be spaced at in

60 cycle A-C. the two devices draw 150

creasing intervals of time.

V-A. from the control circuit, on D-C. cir

the duty cycle of 0-15-60 second inter

cuits they draw approximately 50 watts.
Normally fl, 6 contact, which imitates
the

impulse to close the

breaker,

is

wired in series with fl, 8 contact and in

vals

has

received

among operators.
however,

can

Succeeding re
On this basis

considerable

favor

The time intervals,

readily

be

adjusted

as

desired by changing the location of the

this way does not open any current since

fl, 3 and jl;i 5 screws on the drum of the

179Y

recloser.

179Y6.

8

contact,

will open

ahead of

With this connection 179Y 6

Practically

any

desired

duty

cycle

will close and carry up to 5 amp. Where

can be obtained since the fl, 3 cam screws

special breaker closing mechanisms are

which determine the· time of reclosure

used and it is not feasible to have 179Y

can be set most anywhere around the

front of the drum disengages the gears

6 in series with 179X 8, then the inter

drum and there is a wide range of drum

from the cam.

rupting rating of 179Y 6 must be ob-

speeds available.

ww

A pushbutton (gear de-mesh) at the
It should be used when-
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Contact on C.S opens when C.S

is turned to close or trip position

143--Automatic Operation cut�out

Contact of C.S. Closes when
�----�---+- C.S is turned to close po
sition and remains closed
until c.s. is turned to trip
position

152-C�Breaker closing coil

ua
ls

152·X -Control relay
152· Y -Cut-off relay

Control switch

179-Af-Recloser timing motor

close contact

179-X-Recloser contactor element

2301/.A C.

179-Y--Recloser solenoid element

60Cy

1-2-3-4-Cam-operated contacts
152-a-Breaker auxiliary switch closes

an

when breaker closes
152-b-Breaker auxiliary switch opens
when breaker closes
152-aa-J1echanical

auxiliary

switch

Cumulative lock
out when ordered

ed position.

opens

when

auxiliary

mechanism

is

switch
in

op

erated position

tM

closes when mechanism is in operat

152-bb-�wechanical

1940

ar

Res. supplied only when 115V. X-Y
coils are used for 230 V. service

lP

Oenenpzed
Unlatched

*After 179Y is energized, latch prevents
return to

position shown until

leased by

cam

'#5

which

Operation of

179 Y Sol. Element
Cont c
Co il

re

Enerqized
DenerQtzed
Latched
o�open

operates

ca

sequentially after cam iiiM3

5

6

7

c 0 0
0

c c

0 0 c
C=C/osed

Cumulafive /ockoul:
when ordered

tri

FIG. 6-ScHEMATIC DIAGRAl\1 FOR CIRCUIT-BREAKER Auro.:vtATIC REcLOSING UsiNG TvrE RC REcLosER,

.E
lec

SET FOR ll\n.IEDIATE RECLOSUHE (SHowx IN START Posino;.;-)

Description of Operation With

Recloser Adjusted for Initial
Immediate Reclosure

ww

w

Referring to the schematic diagram,
Fig. 6�contacts 1 and 2 control the
operation of the recloser motor, caus
ing it to start after the automatic open
ing of the breaker and then to stop at
the "start" or "lockout" position, de
pending on whether the breaker remains
closed or trips out after the final re
closure. Once started, the motor drives
the cam continuously forward until
contact 1 or 2 opens. Contact 3, actu
ated by adjustable cam screws, controls
the time at which reclosures are to OC··

A-C. CoNTROL Cmcun

\VITH

REcTox

OPERATED

CLOSING SoLE:\'OID

cur. Contact 4 is an auxiliary con tact
which may be used to energize an alarm
circuit if the recloser "locks out" or
other purposes such as control of "fast
and delayed time tripping" of the re
closing breaker. The function of the
other contacts can best be understood
by describing in detail the sequence of
operation of the RC recloser following
an automatic opening of a breaker.
With the RC recloser in its "start"
position and adjusted for one immediate
initial and two subsequent timed re
closures, assume that the breaker trips
due to a fault.
Circuit-breaker "b"
auxiliary switch 152-1 and "bb" switch
152-3 close. Simultaneously energizing

the motor 179M through contact 179-1,
and the coil of the contactor element,
179X, through cam contact 179-3, and
contact 179Y-5, also integrating lockout
contact 179-9A when furnished. The
contactor element, device 179X, when
energized, seals itself in through one of
its own contacts 179X-8 while its other
contact 179Y-9 energizes the coil of
179Y.
Upon the closure of contact
179Y-6, the circuit-breaker control relay
is energized and causes the circuit
breaker to close. Circuit-breaker aux
iliary switches 152-1 and 152-3 then
open and "a" auxiliary switch 152-2 is
closed. The opening of 152-3 de-ener
gizes the auxiliary elements, 179X and

.c
om
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tM

an

ua
ls

179Y. The solenoid, 179Y, however, desired, it is only necessary to change of pairs of '# 3 and '# 5 cam screws used.
If the breaker still trips out after the
resets only part way to open contact the position of the first set of '# 3 and
last reclosure the motor runs until con
179Y-6, and is latched in this position '# 5 cam screws.
If the breaker trips again shortly after tact 179Y-7 is opened by action of last
to prevent closure of contact 179Y-5
and keep contact 179Y-7 closed until the first reclosure, the sequence con '# 5 cam screw after which contact 179-1
some time later. Contact 179Y-7 main tinues as follows:-The motor continues opens and the motor stops at the "lock
tains the continuity of the motor cir to run through contacts 179-1 and out position." The attendant or inspec
cuit, should the breaker remain closed 179Y-7 in parallel and rotation of the tor must now reclose the breaker manual
after the first reclosure, until cam con cams causes contact 179-2 to close, and ly. In so doing the recloser automatical
tact'# 2 has time to close, thus permitting first cam screw to open contact 179-3. ly goes to the "start" position.
If the breaker stays in after any re
the cam drum to continue on to the The first '# 5 cam screw now releases
"start" position. Contact 179Y-5 stays the solenoid element latch, causing con closure, the motor continues to run
open, thus preventing "pumping" should tact 179Y-7 to open and 179Y-5 to until contact 179-2 opens, causing the
The set-up is now ready for cam to stop at the "start" position.
the breaker trip immediately. This con close.
dition is maintained until after rotation another reclosure. This will occur as
Ordering Instructions
of the cam drum has caused the initial soon as contact 179-3 is again closed by
Knowing the duty required refer to
'# 3 contact to open. This constitutes a second '# 3 cam screw. As soon as this
the immediate first or initial reclosure. happens, the breaker is again closed by Table 2 and select RC recloser by Style
It should be noted that this immediate the same contact action as in the first No. Specify fixed or plug-in mounting.
Subsequent reclosures are If relay is to perform at 24 or 48 V. D-C.
reclosure is obtained because the first reclosure.
'# 3 cam screw is adjusted to close the affected in a similar manner, the num or 115 V. A-C. in style numbers where
179-3 contact in the "start" position. ber of reclosures per revolution of the indicated available, please state the con
If an immediate first reclosure is not drum being determined by the number trol voltage the recloser is to be used on.
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